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57 years old date of birth 28th November 1951 Saint Médard-en-Jalles (33)

Availability and mobility

 Available immediately. Able to work outside France.

Skill

Test, industrial data processing

 Analysis of needs through the specifications, standards and project objectives.

 Implementation of strategies; tests benches implementation; development of hardware and software
facilities for the unitary, integration and validation tests.

 Realization of tests, drafting and diffusion of reports; follow-up of validation in relation to the suppliers and
the customer team project in the development of the V cycle.

 Knowledge of project management and implication in those of great multinational entities.

 Method: MERISE. Language: Practical experience of C, FORTRAN, PLEX, Visual Basic, HTML, Shell,
MatLab, Simulink, LabVIEW 2.5, Assembler. Knowledge of C++, Java. System: UNIX, Windows. Software:
MS Office (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Access, Frontpage), GIMP, PVCS. Electronics: analogical and
digital electronics, components (discrete, microprocessor, DSP, memories, ASIC digital and analogical,…), 
embarked electronics, tests bench, buses (RS 232, GPIB, Can). Telecommunication: network (PSTN, GSM,
UMTS), OSI model, TCP/IP protocol. Quality: ISO 9001.

English: drafting of documents, meeting management, informal talk.

Experience

Education

May 2007 - October 2008
Renault Centre Technique (91)

Software validation engineer
Development and delivery of a tool for modules validation of the
software of the embarked calculators.

2004 - 2006
Galerie Epsilon (Paris)

Creation of a gallery.

1996 - 2003
Ericsson France (91)

Software integration and validation engineer
Implementation, test and delivery of the procedure and the
software batch for the software exchange migration deployed
by the operational team.

1984 - 1995
Ericsson France (91)

Electronic components engineer
Establishment of the specifications, qualification and failure
analyses of the electronics components.

1976 - 1984
UTC (60)

Laboratory engineer

INSA of Toulouse Toulouse 1975 Engineer diploma (physics)

AFCEPF Montrouge 1996 Data processing (C, Object,)

Other trainings Electronics, telecommunication, management, HTML.


